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The effect of microbubbles on developed turbulence
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The motion and the action of microbubbles in homogeneous and isotropic turbulence are
investigated through~three-dimensional! direct numerical simulations of the Navier–Stokes
equations and applying the Lagrangian approach to track the bubble trajectories. The forces acting
on the bubbles are added mass, drag, lift, and gravity. The bubbles are found to accumulate in
vortices, preferably on the side with downward velocity. This effect, mainly caused by the lift force,
leads to a reduced average bubble rise velocity. Once the reaction of the bubbles on the carrier flow
is embodied using a point-force approximation, an attenuation of the turbulence on large scales and
an extra forcing on small scales is found. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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A fundamental understanding of turbulent two-pha
flow is essential for various applications in chemical indu
try, reactor technology, or the food industry, to name onl
few fields. Recent work has either focused on the for
acting on single particles or bubbles1–5 or on collective ef-
fects, such as dispersion or local concentration evolutio6

Among the latter one can distinguish between work focus
on passiveparticles or bubbles, i.e., without momentu
transfer to the flow,7–11 and work taking into account th
back reaction of the particles and bubbles on the flow~two-
way coupling!.12–18

In turbulent flow initially uniformly distributed bubbles
cluster in regions of low pressure and high vorticity.8,19Also
experiments with isolated vortices20 confirm that bubbles are
trapped by them and, moreover, tend to collect on th
downflow side. That bubbles can modify the turbulen
spectrum has been demonstrated21 for void fraction above
1% where bubbles modify the inertial range scaling, with
energy spectrum power law25/3 being gradually substitute
by a 28/3 slope. Also numerical work14,18 shows that two-
way coupled microbubbles can reduce the turbulent ene
in decaying turbulence~depending on the initial bubble dis
tribution! and in turbulent mixing layers under certain co
ditions.

In this paper we numerically analyze how microbubb
move in and act on three-dimensional developed turbule
The aim is to demonstrate that above mentioned energy
duction process is rather general and to highlight the role
the lift force therein, which had been neglected in Refs.
and 18. Indeed, as already shown on theoretical grounds5,22

the lift on microbubbles cannot be neglected.
Forces on the bubble. The microbubbles are assumed

be spherical with fixed radiusa, which is small compared to
the scales on which the flow varies, and their density is c
sidered to be negligible as compared to the fluid density.
L51070-6631/2003/15(1)/5/4/$20.00
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bubble motion can then be modeled by the equation11,16,17,23

dv

dt
53

Du

Dt
1

1

tb
~u~y~ t !,t !2v~ t !!22g

2~v~ t !2u~y~ t !,t !!3v~y~ t !,t !, ~1!

whereu(x,t) is the turbulent velocity field,y(t) is the bubble
position,v(x,t) the bubble velocity,v(x,t)5¹3u(x,t) the
fluid vorticity, g the gravity, andtb a time scale connecte
with the rise velocity of a bubble in still fluidvT52gtb . The
material derivative (D/Dt) of the fluid velocity is evaluated
at the bubble position.

The four terms on the right hand side of Eq.~1! represent
the fluid acceleration plus added mass effects, the drag fo
the buoyancy, and the lift force, respectively. The express
of the added mass24,25 is appropriate even for viscous non
uniform flows, independently of the Reynolds number.2–4,26

The drag force is derived by assuming that no impurities
placed at the bubble–water interface so that the fluid can
on it, and that the bubble Reynolds number Reb52auu
2vu/n is smaller than 1. Under these constraints the bub
response timetb is connected to the radiusa and the fluid
kinematic viscosityn according to 1/tb56n/a2.27,28 For in-
termediate values of the Reynolds number (1,Reb,60) a
different relation has been found by means of numeri
simulations:4 1/tb56n/a2(110.16 Reb

1/2). The expression of
the lift force29 is reasonable for bubbles with Reb;O(1), like
the ones analyzed throughout this work. More accurate
ues, yet close to the one employed here, can be foun
Refs. 1 and 5. Note that, however, other expressions
suppose a stronger lift action and a different dependence
the local vorticity have also been proposed.30

Simulation of the flow. Direct numerical simulation is
employed in order to simulate the velocity fieldu(x,t). The
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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L6 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 15, No. 1, January 2003 Mazzitelli, Lohse, and Toschi
flow satisfies the three-dimensional, incompressible Navi
Stokes equations,

]u

]t
1u•¹u52

1

r
¹p1nDu1fL1fb . ~2!

Rather than solving Eq.~2!, we consider the temporal evo
lution of the vector potentialb, defined according tou(x,t)
5¹3b. The equations forb are solved by means of th
pseudospectral method. They are advanced in time by se
order Adams–Bashforth scheme. The computational dom
is a cube of sideL052p subjected to periodic boundar
conditions. The grid consists of 1283 points. A statistically
stationary state is achieved and sustained by forcing the
bulence at large scales. The forcing on thekth mode of the
velocity field is

fL~k,t !5«
u~k,t !

SkPKin
uui~k,t !u2

, kPKin ~3!

and fL(k,t)50 otherwise. Here Kin5$kuL0/2pk
56(21,2,2),6(2,21,21)1Permutations%.31 Without en-
ergy input by bubbles and in the statistically stationary ca
the total energy input ratêSkPKin

u* (k,t)fL(k,t)& then
equals«, which is the viscous dissipation rate. In the pres
simulation we fix the viscous dissipation«51.0 and the ki-
nematic viscosityn50.007 from which the Kolmogorov
length, time and velocity scales are, respectively,h
5(n3/«)1/450.024, tk5(n/«)1/250.084 and vk5(«n)1/4

50.29, and the Taylor–Reynolds number is Rel562.
The bubble back reaction on the flow is taken into a

count by using the point-force approximation.15 The forcing
is9,16

fb~x,t !5(
i 51

Nb S D

Dt
u~yi~ t !,t !2gDVbd~x2yi~ t !!. ~4!

yi(t) is the Lagrangian position of thei th bubble at timet, Vb

is its volume andNb is the total number of bubbles. Thi
form of the back reaction force can be viewed as the force
a ‘‘hole’’ made in the fluid by the bubble, and consequen
the missing water cannot transfer momentum, resulting in
additional forcing~4!.16 The code is completely parallelized
both for the fluid and for the bubbles motion, by using M
~message passing interface! and simulations are run on SG
Origin2000. A typical run on 16 processors over three la
eddy turnover times withNb5144 000 bubbles takes aroun
8 hours of CPU time. In a companion paper our employ
method is extensively described and justified.
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Bubbles local distribution in coherent structures: Th
role of the lift force. When a bubble is rising in water, i
locally transfers momentum mainly upwards, in the directi
opposite to gravity@see Eq.~4!#. Therefore it is important to
identify the structures in which bubbles are preferentia
accumulating, as the back reaction may lead to an enha
ment or to a suppression of the velocity fluctuations in th
regions.

Previous investigations show that particles moving in
turbulent flow fall down faster than in still fluid wherea
bubbles rise slower than in nonturbulent flow.7,9,10This effect
is attributed to the phenomenon of ‘‘preferential sweeping7

of particles and bubbles in downwards fluid velocity region
In this section we study and quantify this trend for bubbl
identifying the lift force as the main origin of this effect. T
this purpose we set, for the time being,fb50.

In the following, all quantities regarding the disper
phase are estimated by averaging over a sample ofNb

5144 000 bubbles, whose motion is evolved according
Eq. ~1!. Since the bubbles are not actively coupled to t
flow (fb50), the void fraction is not a relevant parameter
this context. Simulations are carried out in four distin
bubble regimes. The value ofvT is fixed in all cases and
equal to vk , whereastb is changed:~a! tb5tk , ~b! tb

5tk/3, ~c! tb5tk/6, and ~d! tb5tk/10; e.g., for «
50.5 m2/s3 and n51026 m2/s case ~a! corresponds to
bubbles of radiusa5A6ntb50.1 mm withvT53 cm/s. The
bubbles are released at timet50 at random locations, with
initial velocity equal to the fluid velocity at their position an

FIG. 1. Projection of the bubbles distribution fortb5tk @case~a!, left# and
tb5tk/3 @case~b!, right#. Bubble clustering is less pronounced in the latt
case.
TABLE I. Results on the mean enstrophy^V&b , the relative reduction in bubble rise velocity (^v&b2vT)/vT , and the relative numberN2/Nb of bubbles at
positions with downwards velocity for various runs with different bubble time scaletb and velocity scalevT .

a b c d a8 c8 e f

tb /tk 1 1/3 1/6 1/10 1 1/6 1 1
vT /vk 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 4
lift yes yes yes yes no no yes yes
^V&b /^V& 2.3 2.12 1.86 1.63 2.7 1.87 2.2 2.2
(^v&b2vT)/vT 20.72 20.53 20.35 20.21 20.45 20.21 20.67 20.62
N2 /Nb 0.58 0.56 0.54 0.53 0.51 0.53 0.64 0.7
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L7Phys. Fluids, Vol. 15, No. 1, January 2003 The effect of microbubbles on developed turbulence
after a few eddy-turnover times the system reaches a st
tically stationary state.

From a 2D projection of the 3D bubbles locations~Fig.
1! the clustering~in the vortex tubes! is evident. It can be
quantified by measuring the ratiôV&b /^V& ~see Table I!,
i.e., the time averaged enstrophy at the bubble positions
malized with the average flow enstrophy. This ratio is larg
than 1, indicating clustering in high vorticity zones. As
Ref. 9, we find clustering to be most pronounced when
bubble parameters are equal to the flow Kolmogorov sca
vT5vk and tb5tk . Further ratios given in Table I ar
N2 /Nb , the fraction of bubbles that are sampling downflo
regions, and (̂v&b2vT)/vT , the relative reduction of the
bubble rise velocity as compared to its value in still flu
The values obtained are in qualitative agreement with form
investigations.8,9 They show that the bubbles preferably a
cumulate on downflow sides of vortices and therefore
average rise velocity of bubbles is reduced.

To find out the reason for this effect, two parallel sim
lations, (a8) and (c8), were carried out, in which the lif
force is switched off~Table I!. Now the trapping effect of the
bubbles in the high enstrophy regions is even more p
nounced, but the symmetry breaking between upwards
downwards flow sampling bubbles is much less and co
spondingly the reduction in rise velocity is also less. W
conclude that it is mainly the lift force which makes th
bubbles drift towards the side of the vortex with downwa
velocity. Indeed, this can be directly inferred from Eq.~1!.11

A sketch of the dynamics is shown in Fig. 2.
The effect can be enhanced in simulations with lar

gravity force in Eq.~1!, i.e., ~e! 2gtb5vT52vk and ~f! vT

54vk instead of~a! vT5vk ~in all casestb5tk). First, the
larger gravity force partially counteracts the bubble accum
lation in the central zone of the vortices, leading to a sma
ratio ^V&b /^V&. Second, because of the larger bubble vel
ity vT , the lift force increases, leading to a larger ra
N2 /Nb of bubbles on the downward flow side of th
vortices.32

Bubbles coupling to the carrier flow: Turbulence mod
lation. We now study ‘‘active’’ bubbles@i.e., fb as in Eq.~4!#
with tb5tk/10 and terminal velocityvT.vk . The reason
why we choose this~small! response time is to restrict ou
analysis to small bubble radii, in order to apply the po
force approximation. The ratioa/h50.8, Nb5144 000 and

FIG. 2. The lift force acting on a bubble rising in a horizontal vortex pus
it to the side with downward velocity@cf. Eq. ~1!#.
Downloaded 20 Apr 2005 to 130.89.112.66. Redistribution subject to AIP
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the void fraction isa.1.6%. Bubble–bubble interaction
are neglected. This regime corresponds to microbubble
diameterd.150mm in clean water. The bubble respon
time is kept constant and the rise speed is changed. We f
our attention on the two cases~A! vT52vk and ~B! vT

54vk .
For two-way coupling clustering in vortices and prefe

ential sweeping still exist, though in a more modest form
compared to the one-way coupling case, as already foun
Ref. 14. Our main finding for the two-way coupling case
that the bubble action on the flow is selective in wavenu
ber: in Fig. 3 the dissipative spectraD(k)52nk2E(k) are
compared to the spectrum for single phase flow. The sp
trum with two-way coupling isreducedwith respect to the
single-phase turbulence atlarge scalesand enhancedat
smallscales. Consequently, bubbles act as a sink of energ
large scale, whereas they force the flow at small scale.

In the competition between large scale and small sc
effect we find that, for the Taylor–Reynolds number trea
here (Rel562 which is hardly modified through the two-wa
coupling!, dissipation overwhelms the forcing: the overa
effect is toreducethe turbulent dissipation rate. We find th
result remarkable as in pseudoturbulence~flow forcing ex-
clusively through rising bubbles! the rising bubbles of course
induce extra dissipation. In Fig. 4 the total energy dissipat
is plotted as a function of the ratiovT /vk . Note that, without
bubbles,«51. The curve has a minimum atvT /vk.3 – 4,
corresponding tovT50.9– 1.2. The physical explanation o
our numerical finding is as follows: microbubbles, accum
lated in downflow regions, locally transfer momentum u
wards~see Fig. 2!. Consequently, they reduce the intensity
the vertical velocity fluctuations and therefore also of t
turbulent kinetic energy. The strongest effect is achiev
when the bubble velocity scalevT is of the order of the rms
velocity fluctuation u0.1.2. Then the bubble interactio
with the energy containing large scale structures is most
ficient and the dissipation reaches its minimum. An ene

s

FIG. 3. Fluid dissipative spectra in cases~A! ~dashed! and~B! ~long dashed!
compared to the single phase spectrum~solid!. The inset shows the differ-
ence between the dissipative spectra of the single phase flowDwithout(k) and
case~A! ~dashed! and ~B! ~long dashed!.
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reduction on large scales and an energy enhancemen
small scales may lead to a modification of the spectral s
ing exponent. Owing to the suggested mechanism the en
spectrum slope will be less steep than in one phase tu
lence. Moreover, it will depend on the number of bubb
and will therefore benon-universal.33
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